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Flesearch on A.lingual speakers casts doubt on the prevailing view that speech rate is inversely related

to memory Spar一･ Evideme Suggests tllat直r exalnple among Spanish-已,lglish bilin糾als, memory span is

longer for Arahie numerals than for digit w0.,113 - aith｡1,gh the latter are usual一y read faster than the former･

This a,lOmaly may bc due to methOdoLog..･aJ fa.･toI･s Such as inadt甲late definitions of bilingualism and the

-leglect of tlle e臨et or o血,g,･aphi(､ var-hles, sllCh aS S｡llnd一時S｡rlpt matChing･ This study attempts to

address these issues･ 20.Iapanese-English SimultmeOuS hilingllals and 18 native E一一glish speaking,

sequential bilingual speakers oL'Japanese partic･pateJ in the stuJv･ ReadLng Speeds and memory span were

obtair-ed fb∫ Arabic ml,nerals and digit words -n I,`→th E-lglish a-ld JapalleSe･ I-l English, both simultaneous

a,ld seqllelltial bilirl糾als pt茄,mlt,d irl a--rdan(･e w晶1 the predictions.,∫ the standard Working MemoIY

Mo{lel∴e･ rea←ling rate was品erselv l･elaled t0 ,1lemOt･y申出-, Wil血 m-1°ry SPan tor Arabic numerals

he.ng mperior to that for digit words･ Ilowever. in Japanese. the sittLation was not so straightforward･ With

setlll…tial bilinguals言l lor.gtT memory Spart Was Observed ror Arabic …1merals than for digit words in

.lapanese. dcsplte a Similar rei品鳴tlme存,∫ I)O†l-otations･ Wlr皿simlJtane｡11S bilin糾als, Arabic numerals

were read L'aster than digit words in Japanese. hut memory span fol･ AraL,i-umeraJs was comparable to

thal L'"I.Japanese kar-ji digit words･ TlleSe 1.1…lings suggest that血･ dist一一･epaney m the literature may he

due to Inconsistent deL-Jnitions or I,iLingllalism -d the et'f'ect (,J'(､rthographic t'eatures･ It would appear that

k-jl ,mlV A(1 excused from the a(,{-eptet1品vel･se reiationsllip betW--l SPee｡ll rate and memory span in

l1品一針als･

Key words: Bilingua一, NumeraJs･ D一gits‥lapanese. EngllSh

lntrodction

Baddeley'S (1990) theory of working memory holds the view that individual di鵬rences in

speech rate and phonological loop capacity determille memory Span･ Several studies camied out

within a specirlC language have observed an inverse relationship between speech rate and memory

span tasks (Schweicken & Bom∬工986; Standing, Bond, Smith 堤 Isely, 1980)･ However, the

examination of bilingual memory capacity has provided connicting results.

For example, Chincotta and Underwood ( 1997) round that the relationship between speech

rate, as measured by reading rate, and memory span was not as straightfb-ar° as predicted by

a simple version of the Working MemoIY TheoIY･ In particular, they reponed that with Spanish

dominant, Spanish-English bilinguals, reading tlme Was Shorter in Spanish than English for both

numerals and digit words･ Both number representations were read at equivalent rates in Spanish,

I ･ Departmen-I Psychology. LTniversity College Dublin. Dublin A, Ireland･ A--il, mary.naherty@ucd.ie
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whereas in English, digit words were read faster than numerals･ A faster reading time for digit

words relative to Arabic numerals in English would predict a larger memo.y span for the fo-er･

However, the results indicated a span advantage fbr Arabic numerals compared to digit words

in both languages･ The memoIY span advantage fbr Arabic numerals over digit words persisted

for both languages under articulatory suppression･ Similar trends were found with French second

lan糾age, native English speaking s坤ects (Brown 氏 Hulme, 1992)･

What factors may explain this inconsistent relationship between speech rate and memory

span? It is plausible that, when tested in the less dominant lan糾age言he greater level of lexical

support available in digit words relative to Arabic numerals resulted in a decrease in cognltlVe

demands during the recogn.t.On and articulation processes and may have occasioned faster

speech rate･ It is also possible that reading rate for the Arabic numerals in the less dominant

language may requlre more COmPlex processlng due to a Stroop-like interference from the

dominant language, resulting in delays in the retrieval of the approprlate VOrds from the bilingual

･ lexicon (Chincotta 皮 Hoosain, 1995)･ For example, a Spanish domina申Spanish-English

bilingual may process 123 in Spanish even when asked to read the Arabic numerals in their less

dominant lan糾age, English･ Whilst this explanation of the reading tlme results -seems plausible･

the question remains as to why was there a memory span advantage lbr Arabic numerals over

digit words, when the nammg speed was faster for the latter･

Although these mdings would appear to raise血ndamental questions about the well

established inverse relationship between memory span and the aniculatory duration of stim山

there were potential Haws in these studies･ Spec缶cally'variations occuned among researchers

with regard to de血ition alld measurement of d町ee Of bilin糾alism･ In additioI申he d鵬rences

in the natl⊥re Of the scrlPt ln Which the stimJu? material was presented was not considered･ Let

us consider these issues in more detail now.

Deflnitions of hilingualism run from "native-like control of two languages" (BLooml.eld,

1933'56) , and ''those who use two languages in their everyday life" (Grosjean, 1982:30) to
``passive''or "receptive" bilingualism with an understanding of utterances in the less dominant

language, but no productive control over the lan糾age (Diebold, 1964; Paradis言998)i The

degree of bilin糾alism in Chincotta and Undo-ood'S (1997) study was unclear as pa高cipants

were deschbed as being students ``attending a British universlty under the auspices Of the

ERASMUS exchange programme･ They had studied English for an average of approximately nine

years''(p.298-299)･ Indeed言n an attempt to explain the di鵬rences in experimental res山s

between their bilin糾al study and that of da Costa Pinto (1991), Chincotta and Hoosain (1995)

suggest that they may have been due to the hct that the pa高cIPantS当an糾age abilities in the two

studies differed - the Latter being bilingual and the fo-er being more in the category oE second

lan糾age Speakers･ In the present study, the de血ュtion of bilin糾al will rest on the criterion of the

age of acqulSltlOn･

Orthographic features of written language innuence memory･ Tzeng and Singer (1981)

suggest that "Orthographic structure in a wrltlng System must SOmehow mould the cognltlVe

processes of its readers''(p･382)･ It has been claimed that the processes involved in extracting

meanlng from a prmted array depend to some degree on how the information is represented
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graphically (Besner & Coltheart, 1979; Frost, 1994; Perretti, Zhang 氏 Berent, 1992). McCloskey,

Caramazza and Basili (1985) have demonstrated dramatic d鵬re,lees in processing between

Arabic numerals and digit words and developed a cognitive architecture of number processing

and calculation based on evidence H･om studies or brain-damaged patients･ This model proposes

separate production and comprehension proceses lbr Arabic numerals and verbal numbers (digit

words) ･ Perhaps it is the visual r印reSentation of Arabic numerals, represented as logographs1両lat

allows a longer memory span than digit words, represented in alphabet, regardless of the

articulatory duration, or reading speed of the stimuli･ It may be possible hat the delay ln reading

Arabic numerals in the less dominant lan糾age relative to reading digit words is caused by a

possible Stroop like interference from the dominant language･ This shortcommg may be overcome

if the Arabic numerals and digit words ill the less dominant lan糾age Were both represented in

logographic scnpt･ The present study employs Japanese, with its logographic scr.pt, Kanji, for this

reason.
I

This study attempts to address the debate in the literature concemlng the inverse relationship

between reading rate and memory span in bilin糾als by employmg Japanese-English speakers･

The dennition of bilingual will depend oll the age of acqulSltlOn言.C. sim山aneous or sequential.

Japanese kanji串ke numerals, are logographs･ The visual fbrm ｡f logo伊aphic scrlPt lS Crucial to

the identlty Of a characte十

It is hypothesized that the inverse relationship betwee,I Speech rate and memory span is not

universal, especially when dealing with a bilin糾al situation･ 1t depends on who (level of

bilingualism) is being tested and what (logographiclpholletic script) they are being tested on.

Method

Su擁ctS

20 English-Japanese simultaneous bilingual subjects ( 1 1 males and 9 females; aged 17-40,

mean age - 22･45 ) and 18 native English speaking, sequential bilingual speakers of Japanese+

( 9 males and 9 females･, aged 21-40, mean age - 29･68 ) participated in the experiment.

The simultaneous bilingual subjects had leant both Japanese and English as their native

lan糾ageS aS Children･ 14 had one Japanese parent and olle English speaking parent･ Five were

ofJapalleSe parents, but spent their childhood in U･S･A･ and retumed to Japan as adJts. One was

of American missionary parents, bom and brought up III Japan. The subjects were recmited

through intemational schools in Japan, the Bicultural HAPA club and the Forelgn Wives Club･

1 i A ``log町aph" is a mearlll一g-hased占ather than sound-based s{mptI Withollf a systematic sound reprcse-ltati0-1

or a one-1-ne relationship betwee" sound and symboL Theref'ore, pronunciation is essentially memorized tor

each Character (e･g･ 2 /two/, but 2 is pronou"eJ /twen/ when seen in 20 /twenty/.

2･ For example,人Ihitol (means ``nlan''), bl,1人is pro†-ollmed ljinl when seen in人口IjinkoI(means

"popJation"同terally "man mouths''). See Appmdix.

3･ The question oL● the importance of phonetit､ representation in processtng logographic scr,pts is raf from settled

and will not be discussed here (See PertedL Zhang a Berent.1992i Wydell. Patterson a Ilumphreys, 1993)I

4･ Orig.nally. 23 sequential bilinguals were recruited and tested･ However, five subjects were excluded Liom the

analysIS aS their reading rate i一一.lapanese ≠ras …laCCeptably long.
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An sequential Mingual subjects had passed the 2nd Grade of the lntemationaI Japanese

Exam (Nihongo Nyoryoku Shiken, 1998) or equivalent･ Subjects estimated their Huency in

Japanese and English on a 10-po.nt self ratmg scale･ Sequential bilinguals rated between 5-7 0m

Japanese and 10 on English･ Hbh positive correlations have been recorded between subjective

reports and objective measues of Hingualism (Rose, 1975)I The subjects were recruited through

the School of Oriental and AHcan Studies, London.

AH subjects had completed second level education･ They were paid a 10, Or equivalent for

paniclpadon in the experiment･

Design

The :elahonship between speech rate (reading speed) and men..y span in b.th simultane.us and

sequential blinguals in English and Japanese was the focus of attention･ Thus, the speed at which

庇y read Arabic n-erals and d専t words in bo仙 English and 一ap-ese,was measued･ Memory

span For Arabic numerals and digit words in both languages was then measued･

Materials

A･ Reading ‰e

For measurement oE reading time tour lists of 200 numbers vary.ng l･om 1 to 9 were

constructed･ Two of the lists consisted of Arabic numerals, the remamlng two lists contained digit

words in either Japanese･-'or English･ Consecutive repetition or numbers, as won as ascending and

descending sequences of more than two dbts was avoided. Sequences ofnumhers that contained

田emonic cues were elimhated言･e･ 1 , 7 were.not劇owed because he words,祐一8hichi rhyme

in Japanese･ Each list was pnnted in 10 rows~each containlng 20 items･ lnstmctions fbr the

reading i-e and memoIY SPan meas血es Were prepared 読 both Japanese and EngHsh･

B･ Memoy Span

For measmement of Arabic n-erd and d専t word span in Japanese md English串ur sets

of random n-ber se甲enCeS Were Prep餌ed･ Each set co-enced w心血ee two-item se甲enCeS

硯lowed by血ee血ee-item se叩nCeS, and so on to a maxhum of 血ee 12-item sequences･

Identical items appeamg contl糾OuSly and ascending and descending se叩enCeS Were aVOided･

A computer was progra-ed to present these se叫enCeS at the rate of one digit per second･

1}oceduIで

Subjects were tested individuauy･ Before measurlng the readhg t-C, subjects were glVen a

practice trial on a list of 50 random digits for which language was varied･ Measures of reading

the were then obtained･ The subjects were asked to read doud the lists of 200 random Arabic

n-erds and d専t words asぬst as possible wmout sac前chg accmacy, pronounclng each digit

5･ The numbernames in Japanese mn as follows: ichi (1), ni(2), sa″ (3), shioryon (4), go (5), roku (6), shichi

or nana (7), hachi (8), kyu (9).
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individually and audibly･ One list was read in English and the other in Japanese, the order being

counterbalanced in both lan糾ageS･ Time taken was recorded.

Measures of memoly span for both Arabic numerals and digit words were taken･ The

sequences of random Arabic numerals and digit words were presented via computer 〟 Digit words

in English and Japanese and Arabic numerals were presented in a random sequence fbr each

subject to avoid the consistent inte脆rence of請i糾e OIl any One Stimulus material.

Each condition commenced with three two-item sequences言hree three-item sequences,

three four-item sequences, and so on to a maximum of three-12 item sequences. The sequences

were presented at the rate of olle item per second･ Each item appeared in the same position on

a monitor and the presentation sequence was as rollows･ First, the legend READY (or SUGU

NI･･SHmO 710 SuRU -Japanese equivalent) was presented･ This prompted the person to press a

key on a computer keyboard誼er which the presentation sequence then commenced and

consisted of a blank screen (1500 ms), a厳ation point (1500 ms) and the item sequence･ Once

the item sequence te-inated, the nxation polnt reappeared fb∫ 1500 ms制owed by the legend

､RECALL (or OMOmASU- Japanese equivalent) prompting participants to commence recall.

PaniclpantS immediately recalled the sequence serially and verbally, as quickly and accⅢately as

possible.

They continued recalling the item sequences verbally ulltil two inconect responses on the

same item length were made･ Memory span was operationalised as the length or the last correctly

recalled sequence (紳lowing Chincotta & Underwood 'S (1997) methodology)･ Befbre testing,

subjects were allowed three practice trials for sequences oE two notations in both languages･

The various tasks, reading and memory of digit words and Arabic numerals in two

languages, Were carried out in a random sequence fbr each sllbject to avoid the consistent

interference of fatigue on any one part of the experiment･

Results

Reading measues for 200 Arabic numerals and digit words in English and Japanese in

simultaneous and sequential bilinguals are represented in Table 1 ･

The data f♭r the simultaneous bilin糾als were analyzed with a two-way analysis Of variance

(ANOVA) in which lall糾age (English or Japanese) and notation (Arabic numerds or digit words)

Were within-subjectsぬctors･ This showed a sign苗cant e的ct of notation (F(1,19) - 28.54,

pくく･0001) and a signincant interaction between language and notation (F(1,19) - 3･97, pくく･05)〟 A

post hoe tukey analysis revealed that the Arabic numerals were always readぬster than the digit

words.

The memoIY span data are summarized in Table 2･

For the simultaneous bilin糾als言here was no main e範ct of lan糾age, ,･e･ here was no

di鵬rence in the simultaneous bilinguals' mem叩, span in English and that in Japanese

(F(1,19) - 1･99, n･S･)･There was no notation e鵬ct (F(1, 19) -3･09, n･S･)〟 There was an item by

lan糾age interaction (Fl,19) - 3･91, pくく･05)･ A post hoe tukey analysis was ca止ed out･ When

responding in English, the Arabic numerals were memorized better than the English digit words
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Table 1: Mean reading t･mes in sec･ for Simultaneous and Sequential Bilinguals

Subject Crollp Lan糾age Notation Mean S･D･

SimJtaneous Bilin糾als English Words

(n - 20)　　　　　　　　　　　　　Arabic

Numerals
ここi

74.26　　　　19.33

69.77　　　18.69

Japanese Words

Arabic

Numerals

74.39　　　　16.95

64.55　　　　19.34

Sequential Bilin糾als

(n-18) English Words　　　　64･00　　　8 ･42

Arabic　　　　　58.26 ,　　11.27

Numerals

Japanese Words　　　　92 ･85　　1 0 ･40

Arabic　　　　　92.00　　　17.12

Numerals

Table 2: Mean memory Spans fbr Simultaneous and Sequelltial Bilin糾als

Subject Croup Lan糾age Notation Mean S.D.

SimJtaneous Bilingllals English Words

(ll - 20)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Arabic

Numerals

5.51　　　　0.81

5.57　　　　　0.83

Japanese Words

Arabic

Numerals

5.80　　　　1.20

5.77　　　　1.14

Sequential Bilin糾als

(n-18) English Words e･00　　　1 ･65

Arabic　　　　　　6.72　　　　1.04

N ume rals

Japanese Words　　　　5.91　　　0.94

Arabic　　　　　5.66　　　　　0.87

Numerals
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(tニー3･64, p"･01); when responding in Japanese, there was no d鵬rence in the memoIY Span On

Arabic numerals and kanji words.

There was a negative correlation between reading speed and memoIY Span On all notations

for the simultaneous bilinguals (see TabLe　3)･

Table 3: Correlati｡ns山etween reading speed and memoIY Span lbr the

SimJtarleOuS Bili･1糾als

Read Fmglish digit words　　　- Memory English digit words　　　　　-･447m

Read Japanese digit words　　　- Memory Japanese digit words　　　　-.4307

Read Arabic numerals (in Eng･) - Memoy Arabic numerals (ill Eng･)　-.4237

Read Arabic numerals (ill Japarl･) - Menl｡Ⅳ Arabic numerals (in Japan)　-.6355淑

*<･05　　　m<･01

I

The data for the sequential bilinguals were analyzed with a two-way analysIS Of variance

(ANOVA) iII Which lan糾age (English or Japanese) and notation (Arabic numerals or digit words)

Were within-subjects factors･ This showed a significant efferJt Of both language (F(1 , 17) - 69･90.

pくく･0001) alld notation (F(1,17) - 4･10. pくく･05)･ A post hoe tukey analysis revealed that when

responding in English, the Arabic numerals were readぬster than the English digit words (t - 3･62,

pくく･01); when responding in Japanese言here was no di範rence in the reading speed on Arabic

numerals and kanji words･

F｡r the sequential bilin糾als, there was no main e的ct oflallguage (F(1,17) - 2･69, n･S･) nor

notation (F(1, 17) - 1･73, n･S･) in memory span･ There was all item by lan糾age interaction

(Fl,17) - 7･37, pくく･01)･ A post hoe t止ey analysis revealed that when responding in English, the

Arabic numerals were memorized better than the English digit words(tニー4.14, pくく.01); when

responding in Japanese, there was no di的rence in the memory span on Arabic numerals and

kanji words･

There was a negative correlation between reading speed and memoIY span On all notations

for the sequential bilinguals, except for the Japanese digit words (see Table　4).

Table 4: Correlations between reading speed and memory span for the

Seqllential Bilin糾als

Read English digit w,｡rds　　　- Memory EIlglish digit w,ords　　　　　一･625批

Read Japanese digit words　　　- MenlOⅣ Japanese digit words　　　　一･705淑

Read Arabic numerals (in Eng･) - Memory Arabic numcrals (in Eng.)　-.542*

Read Arabic numerals (in Japan･) - Memory Arabic numerals (in Japan)　一.0029

*<･05　　　m<･01

Discussion

ln English, both sim山aneous and sequential bilinguals confb-ed with the stand紺d

Working Memoy Model言･e･ reading rate was inversely related to memoIY Spam With Arabic
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-nerals being superior to digit words･ However, in Japanese, the hdings were d胱rent･ With

sequential bilinguals, a longer memory span was observed for Arabic numerals than for digit

words in JapalleSe壷splte a Similar reading tlme請both notations･ With simultaneous bilin糾als,

Arabic numerals were read faster than digit words in Japanese, but memory span for Arabic

rlumCrals was comparable to tha同'r Japanese kanji digit words･ The Working Memory Model

would forecast that a faster reading tlme for Arabic numerals relative to digit words in Japanese

w,()uld predict a larger mem0IY SpaI晶)∫ the fb-er･ Howeve㌦ the results indicated that there was

r10 di臨reIICe between them.

Beforc considering the implications of the curent flndings･ it is important to highlight the

mea-lg OfI "bilillgllal''in tens of previous studies･ The reading rates of the sim山aneous

bili･.guals in this study averaged 359 msec per digit (digit word and Arabi-umeral) in English

and 347 msec in Japanese河Ie Sequential bilill糾als averaged 305 msec per digit (digit word and

Arabic numeral) in English and 462 msec in Japanese･ The bilingual subjec,ts in da Costa Pinto'S

(1991) study averaged 407msec per digit in the less dominallt lan糾age言II ChiIICOtta and

Hoosain 'S (1995), 439msec･ Memory span of the subjects in aforementioned studies hold a closer

compa一･ison to those of the sequential bilin糾als than the simultaneous bilinguals in the current

study, These discreparlCies ill demiti｡n suppon doubts about the criteria of bilingualism used in

previous studies･ ThlJS the res山S ｡f sequential bilinguals in this study may he compared with

``biliI､gual''results i,l previous literature･

A similar reading time was recoI･dcd for Arabic numerals and digit words in the less

domillant la喜-糾age, Japanese言,1 the sequential bilin糾als･ This result runs contrary t｡ tha誼,und

by (皿ncotta alld Ur-derwood (1997) with Spanish bilin糾als, where the bilin糾al subjects read

the digit words in the less dominant language (English) faster than the Arabic numerals･ However,

the simultaneous bilinguals in the current experiment read the Arabic numerals in Japanese faster

tharl the kaT-ji words･ This lends insight into the possible reason why the Spanish Subjects in

(】hiTICt,tta aTld Ulld0-ood 'S (1997) work managed hotter with the digit words声hey could sound

them Out･ Digit words in English o舶r more direct lexical suppo申1･e･, they can be sounded out,

al-d are less likely to activate lan糾age Output ill the dominant lan糾age than Arabic numerals･

B｡th Arahi{-umerals and kanji are logographs and are thus less mediated phOIIOloglCally･ Arabic

llumerals are commorlly encoded in both lan糾ageS resulting ln Consequent delays when Output

is spe←茄ed ill the less domillallt lall糾age･ Funher delays were eIICOuntered with the kanji

logographs･ Ir° JapalleSe, all digit words can have a number of pro†-unCiations depcndirlg On

c｡IlteXt (see Appendix). Because kanji d｡ not have separable phonemic comp｡rlentS, and because

theiI･ appropriate phonologlCal representations are so word spec誼C, it has typICally been assumed

that for kanji chard(I,tors, meanlng is directly accessed from prlnt, and access to phonology follows

a"ess to meanlng･ This semantically mediated procedure is believed hy some researchers to be

the 0,lly way to retrieve the phonology of words written in kanji (Shimanlura言987)･ Hatano,

Kuhara and Akiyama (1981) found that Japanese store words where possible as a visual code･

Thc comparable memory spans in Arabic numerals and kanji found in both the sequential

alld simultaneous bilillguals may be due to their being logographs･ The onhographic depth

hypothesis (Frost, Katz 堤 Bentim 1987) W｡Jd propose a direct route to lexical access･ McCloskey,
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CaramaZza and Basili, (1985) suggest that there may he separate pr｡ducti｡ll alld ｡(,mprehellSion

processes f'Qr Arabic numerals (and indeed other Togographic scripts sucL-s kanji), and verbal

numbers written in an alphabet such as in English･

Previous studies have reported a memory snarl advalltage 質)r Arabie llllmerals overとI Variety

of stimuli. Cranell and Parrish (1957) found that memory span was grcatcst for ^rahic mmerals.

then letters alld theII WOrds･ Similar mdings were reported ill PatierltS With menlOry disorders

(Valler & Papagno工995)〟 However. recent mdillgS by Flah0時and Moran言2000) suggest that

memo-Y strategy in dealing with kanji appears to bear more resemblaIICe tO Arabic llumerals thall

to words in EIlglish･ The current mdings with both simultaneollS and seqllential bilinguals suf甲,rt

these mdings and question the universa一 superiority Of memory span of Arabic numerals over digit

words in all languages. The analogy between kanji and Arabi(-,1,nlel･als was sllggeSted by

Fenollaso (cited in Pound, 1934)･ Indeed, Japanese memorize words where possible as ka,-ji

rather than the supponlng Syllabic script kana`'due to the illbuilt possibility of chunkirlg With kallji
I

(Flaherty, 1992; Suzuki, 1986)･

The present fmdillgS Support the importance or subjective freque,ncy ( i･e･, how familiar one

is with a particular object) on memory span (Gardner, Rothkopt, 己apan, & I,afferty, 1 987)･ The

Arabic numeral advantage in English in both the simultaneous and sequel-tュal bilillguals may be

due to theぬct that Arabic numerals are used more血equently in daily雌than digit w｡rds･ 1.1 a

similar veim aS numbers are experienced as both Arabic numerals and kanji with COmparable

frequency in Japanese (Yokoyama, 1998), memory span for Arabic numerals and digit words in

Japanese was comparable in both the simllltaneous and seqllential bilingllals･ There are research

mdings to slJggeSt an independent contribution of non-temporalぬctors such as long-term

memory and familiarity of stimuli to Working Memo.y c,apacity (IIulme, Roodenrys, Brown a

Mercer, 1995)･

This study raises a number of issues relevant to Working Memory studies･ Firstly言he

relationship between reading rate and memory span seems not as straightfbrward as assllnled 1,y

a simple version of the working memory theoIY･ The view that holds speech rate as the most

inHuential determinant of verbal memory span needs to be moderated･ Secondly, when presellted

with a logograph such as kanji with its multiple prollunCiations言he possibilities of levels or

encoding (Craik言990; Collins, Gathercole, Conway 皮 Morris, 1993) are highlighted･ Phonetic

rehearsal may give way to a visual or indeed a kinestlletic processing strate執7 (Logic. 1999)･

Thirdly, the potential relationship between bilin糾alism and workirlg me,nOry (C皿oll, Sorcc 堤

Cruse, 1977; Clifton, Sorce, Schaya a Fiszman, 1978), and practice in prefe-a a･.d

nonpre揖red lan糾ageS aS related to speed of infbrmation processlng reql,lreS a Standardization

of terms such as ''bilir'gual" in the Titerature･ Finally, the memory span advantage for Arabic

numerals over other stimuli in processes involving recognlt1011 and memory CapaClty has beeTl

questioned･ Fu血er research on these issues will no doubt shed乱れher light on the question of

lexical organization ill Simultaneous and sequential bilin伊lals･

6･ .lapanese use a sylla晶･ script, Ka,,a, principally for words endings (hL'gaga,Za) and flo.･ trans{･ribi.lg fort,ign words

(kattLkanu)I
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Appendix A: Kanji has d鵬rent pholletic traIISlations depellding oll the particlJlar

compound, for example

上　　　　_

Pronounced ue when meaning abot,e,

a when meaning to ascend (Japanese･･ agaru)

TWbo when meaning to go up (Japanese･･ noboru)

.lO When meanlrlg h擁or L仰)er

kami when meaning frsl half of the _year (Japanese.･ kamihak')

Another example,

重
Pronounced e when meaning folds

omo when meaning heavy (Japanese: omol)

jou when meaning u,eight (Japanese:./'ouryou)

kasa/gaga when meaning pJ'le up (Japanese: kasan,aru)

cho when meaning ouerlap (Japanese: choufuku)

tae when meaning creased eyelL'd (Japanese: futaemabuta)

Digit words in Japanese have di胱rent pronunciations, depending on the context, For

example, one, - can be pronounced as ichI言ch, hitotsu, and more rarely kazu, hq/ime and

hi,･ A meaning ru'ne, as kyu, ku, kokono.

(Re{･eived.illly 3. 2003)
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